23rd March 2022
Dear Valued Guest,

RE: CAMP CLOSURE FOR RENOVATION
Please note that Hemingways Ol Seki Mara camp will be closing from 23rd March until 1st
June 2022 for renovation and complete upgrade purposes.
We will be substantially upgrading all the guest tents (‘Nina’s) by, for example, increasing
their height for better views and space, improving guest privacy by changing the access
configuration and upgrading the bathrooms with higher touch finishes and better natural
light. We are also upgrading the tents to be glass fronted rather than canvas to maximise
the fantastic vistas over the Mara plains. ‘Simba’, our popular family suite, will also be fully
upgraded in line with the double tents and will be further enhanced by the addition of a
small plunge pool on the terrace. In the public areas, we are completely redesigning our
dining room and lounge to create one larger open plan space adding a bar, creating more
flexibility to dining options, and, again, highlighting the fabulous views.
In addition to the upgrade of the guest tents and public areas, we have also decided to
change the tent configuration of the camp by removing ‘Chui’, one of our family suites, and
replacing that with two new ‘Nina’ (double) tents. So, the current configuration of 6 doubles
and 2 family suites will become 8 doubles and 1 family suite.
Reservations and bookings for the remainder of the year are ongoing. Kindly contact us via
the following means to make reservations or enquiries.
reservations.olseki@hemingways.co
Tel: +254 711032219 / 213 | Mob: +254 71661351 / +254729147686
Operation of the camp will open on schedule and ready for the high season on 1st June
2022. We thank you for all your support and hope to extend our great relationship with a
new, upgraded product for you and your guests.
Yours sincerely,
Hemingways Collection Management

